The importance of this house, over and above its vigorous challenge to
comfortable convention in most phases of its design, is the extraordinary
degree of integration that has been achieved-Integration of all elements:
plan, structure. finished design, even furnishings and landscaping. It is.
indeed, that rare design accomplishment in the residential field-an organic
sum of its elements rather than a framework to which modern conveniences
are attached.

In basic plan organization, fresh research has led to a
design expression so workable, and yet so unusual, that
it merits study and appraisal. The theory here advanced
is that the privacy and apartness that the usual secondstory location of bedroom areas automatically produces is
a desirable factor in a house plan. To achieve it in a
one-floor scheme, the designer deliberately separates the
entire bedroom-playroom wing from the daytime living
areas of the house, connecting these two major spaces by
means of a passageway which, since it falls in the center
between the two halves, logically serves also as the
entrance hall. Hence, the "bi-nuclear" plan scheme andinevitably-the two-part aspect of the finished design.
The family consists of a couple, with three very active
young sons. Elements throughout the house reflect the
fact that this is a house that children will use.
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The lot, at the intersection
of two busy roads, is practically flat . The shape and
orientation of the house are
such that advantage is taken
of eastern breezes and privacy is obtained for main
living areas. A free-stand ing, vertical-louvered fence
shields the service yard from
the living-room lawn . All
landscape work was designed
by the architect.
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THE HOUSE PLAN

The unique character of this house is not the result
of the architect's wish to do something novel. Rather,
it is an effort to work out a rationalized scheme to
provide a suitable home
for this particular family. Remember, there are three healthytherefore, active and noisy-young boys in the
family. While they still require considerable care,
they also need room to grow, and the parents wanted
to give them their own space where they could do
about as they pleased, yet have it sufficiently related
to the rest of the house so that · reasonable supervision could be maintained. A further wish was to
arrange things so that the children would not be
constantly under foot; adults could have a place free
from the hubbub of the very young and (vice versa)
the children would be remote from the distractions
of grownups' parties. In addition, it was desired, so
far as possible, to centralize things, avoid excessive
footsteps, and, particularly, stair climbing. These
basic criteria determined the plan parti.
The one-floor scheme eliminates stair climbing altogether. To separate the children's (and bedroom)
area from the main living portion of the house, the
device of the separate unit, joined to the main house
by only the hallway and covered porch, was adopted.
To minimize footsteps, this connecting link comes
as close to the center of things as possible.
The nature of the corner lot site and the orientation
further determined spacing and placement of elements. To give the living room as much privacy as
possible, it is placed at the rear of the house, at the
point furthest from both roadways, projected out in
back in such a way as to capture a sweep of daylight
ranging in the arc from northeast to southwest;
yet, though this room has an extraordinary amount
of glazing in its walls, its placement is such that at
no point along the roadways or from adjoining
property is there any sense of the goldfish-bowl

approach to life. The long sweep of the garagestorage room-guest house wing forms a complete
screen for the private living-room lawn, and the
necessary service yard, though out of sight from the
roads, is also screened from the living-room lawn
by a louvered wood fence.
The main living portion of the house is simply and
functionally arranged in a long rectangle, the living
and dining areas being subdivided by no more than
a free-standing bookcase, and the kitchen, laundry,
and maid's room following along in logical order.
Kitchen and laundry windows toward the southwest
give the person working in these rooms clear view
of arriving visitors and of the children's front play
area.
The functional division of the house plan is very
directly expressed in elevation by the two equal roof
slopes toward the center of the house. As will be
seen when one comes to consideration of interior
detail, this choice of slope arrangement allows for
huge window areas in the living-dining room. This
in-sloping system also simplifies roof drainage and
produces a bold, esthetic design result. It is without
doubt something. of a tour de force and, especially
as it works out in the bedroom wing and in the guest
house area, an arbitrary form. The house would
have functioned as well with some other roof shape
over these areas. It must, then, be considered and
assayed here purely as a design element which the
architect elected to employ. Whether one likes it or
not is a matter of individual judgment and opinion.
Perhaps the nicest compliment about the house
comes from the Geller children, as reported by their
mother: "The kids are quite at home here. They're
really very happy here; they like the house, especially
its freedom." The parents also like the house, though
a good contemporary house is such a rarity in the
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area where this one is built that it inevitably produces the problem of curious crowds. From our
objective, editorial viewpoint, this is all to the good;
for if persons will take the trouble to learn how a
house such as this one came into being and understand the implications of contemporary use of contemporary materials and techniques to produce
appropriate design for today, the entire .level of
residential architecture may be raised.

There is much to be learned from this house design
as the solution of a particular problem. Let us hope,
though, that the copyists will not now get busy.
This is the Gellers' home. That another family's
needs would exactly duplicate theirs, or that another
site would be disposed and oriented precisely like this
one, seems unlikely. It is the method of solution,
rather than the specific answer, that might well be
imitated.
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GARAGE-GUEST HOUSE UNIT
The open-end garage, with side walls set up on stilts
about two feet off the ground, simplifies driving in
and out and, according to Mr. Breuer, supplies an
automatic snow remover: "The wind which hits the
side wall of the garage is forced with higher velocity
under and above these sidewalls, blowing the snow
straight through." Skeptics may sneer, but the architect used the device in his own house in New England, and it worked perfectly-"somewhat to my
own surprise." A most welcome plan element is the
storage room comparable in area to the usual attic
or cellar storage space. This important adjunct to
living is all too often finessed in one-floor houses.
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Landscape materials were chosen and their placement determined to produce
a natural effect, with minimum maintenance .

THE GELLER H OUSE

Some critics have said that the Geller house lacks
what they term "domestic quality," that it does not
seem "homelike." This surely does not derive from
the materials used; the oiled cedar walls and white
trim are familiar enough in house design. Nor can
it be said that the plan elements are unconventional,
with the possible exception of the large playroom.
It might be argued that the composition is somewhat
restless, rather than a compact "cosy" unit. But
isn't it specious to criticize a design for not being
something it was not intended to be? True, this
house doesn't look like most houses. But must all
houses look alike? It may be, in part, that in a house
of this size one traditionally finds a certain massiveness and imposing quality; the Gellers, however, are
young and like things open, light, and honest. There
remains the tedious contention that the house does
not conform to the established pattern of the com-
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munity. What pattern? Like most American neighborhoods, this one has several of everything the
architectural fraternity knows how to devise. There
is a certain common denominator, however-that of
comparative elegance and sophistication. On this
score, the Geller house would seem to beat the community at its own game.
Domestic quality? A house is a hom'!e is a house.
Landscaping is still at too early a stage to do thoroughly its planned job of screening areas and wedding the house to the site. The architect believes
that landscaping materials should be kept as homogeneous as possible--groups of single things, rather
than a conglomeration. In this case, maintenance
was kept to a minimum, and flowering shrubs were
used in place of flower beds to provide summertime
coloring.

Copper beeches were used for low-spreading foliage, elm trees for shade. Living -room wing at left ; guest house at right.
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THE GELLER HOUSE

The entrance to the Geller house is the crossroads of the house to an exceptional degree.
Straight ahead is the covered porch; to the
left is the main living area; to the right is
the bedroom and children's wing. This hallway is a baffle between competing activities;
it is also a noise filter.
The notable integration of the house design
is apparent on these pages. In addition to
obvious things, s uch as structure expressed
in the finished design and the interrelation of
interior spaces, visually emphasized by glass
walls and the continuous ceiling slope, lighting is built in throughout; heating is integral
with the floor-slab construction; and acoustic
properties are inherent in the ceiling fini sh.
4 . . . Hall, looking through to living room; sheltered porch, at right.
Splatter- dash treatment of the wood doors considers children's hands.

7 . ..
10 C.A. GALV. STEEL, COPPm COVEP,ED
3"•4 "•'/4" ANC'LE , CONTINUOUS

12"", 12" ACOUSTIC BLOCl-IS

1 1 + - - - - PREFAB. DOUBLE C'LA"21NG
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The living - room section combines structure, light source, acoustic conditioni11g and
finished design . In some cases, the prefabricated, multilayer glazing was not available
when the house was built. Translucent strips at top (plus the louve rs) ond at bottom
counteract sky and snow glare, reduce window cleaning, and provide privacy.
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Within the house, effects are

Designed by MARCEL BREUER. Architect

6 . .. The conscious rudeness of the stone chimney woll is a foil to th e clean, mechani cal lines of the rest of the house. The shape seems insistently primitive, and the
quality of the masonry is not up to the excellence of that used elsewhere in the house .
achieved by contrast of textures- stone, glass, the porous roughness of the ceiling tile, the softness of carpeting.

8 ... A fluorescent

light trough
in the ceiling in front of the
fireplace reflects soft light from
the brown and gray tones of the
stone chimney wall . Gray carpet; chairs upholstered in a
darker gray flannel-tweed . Draperies, natural-toae silk; the
sofa, beige.

9 ...

At the top of the bookcase partition is another light
trough for indirect light from
the ceiling. The dining space •
may be arranged in two ways.
Above, the table at right angles
to the kitchen wall allows direct
serving through the storage
wall.

THE GELLER HOUSE
Designed by MARCEL BREUER, Architect

The living-dining room is a single, subdivided
space approximately 16' x 36' in area. A freestanding bookcase, set up on masonry piers, is
the dividing element. Northeast and southwest
walls of the room are mainly of glass (detailed
on the preceding spread), and the southeast fireplace wall is of solid masonry. The roof slope,
continuing beyond the lower wall, actually makes
the sheltered, screened porch the visual enclosure
of the room on this side.

l 0 . . . For formal dining, the table is placed against the window wall. Furniture sup ports are sawn from thick plywood perpendicular to the laminations.
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SERVICE FACILITIES

11 ...

Kitch en. Stone floor, plywood walls ; s lid ing cupboard doors, hard fi berboa rd .

12 . . .

Structural glass surfaces the wall in back of the laundry equipm ent.

C HA I RS have p l ywood
frames, sa wn from t hick plywood pe rp endicula r to t he
la mina t io ns. The type shown
here is non-resi lient an d ca n
be nested in stora ge.
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In the kitchen and laundry, in contrast to the full glass walls of the
main living rooms which extend
the interior space to the out-ofdoors, two-foot-high glass strips
are used at a sill level of 3' 6" from
t h e floor. T h ese leave excellent wall
space for essential, bu ilt-in equipment and allow a full horizontal
view.
In t h is area of the house (as in the
front hall and children's playroom)
floors are stone surfaced. Cabinetwork is set up on a stone base, so
t h at mopping is easily done.
T hrough out the house, heating is
from coils embedded in the floor
construction.
These coils are
grouped in four zones, each controled by a separate thermostat, so
that the heating adjusts itself in
relation to sun and wind conditions
in the various areas of the hou se.
Mr. Breuer further points out that
the sy tern eliminates dusty recesses and exposed piping, in addition
to its well known effect of eliminating a ir circulation t h at discolors
walls and ceilings. The heat so urce
is a gas-fired boiler located in the
mech anical closet off t he playroom .

13 ...

From the big living-room wi ndows, the ch ildren's playground is in full view.

BEDROOM WING

0

The plan of the bedroom wing is very simply schemed, with a central
playroom, running from wall to wall (the end wall mo tly of gla ) ,
surrounded by sleeping room . Of wood frame, like the other nonmasonry areas, the walls are fini hed with vertical, oiled cedar siding,
with trim painted white. Since doors open out from the playroom at
either end, there are defined play areas outdoor at these points; one
of the most succes ful of the land caping element is the low, freetanding ma onry wall which serves equally as a seat or a play table.
Color is very paringly used throughout the hou e, though in this
bedroom wing certain of the large doors within the house are painted
plain, bright colors. In the playroom, there are three floor-to-ceiling
doors, and these are painted tomato red, clear yellow, and bright blue.
At the windows of thi room, the curtaining i of blue and white
striped cotton material.
FEBRUA RY. 1947
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14 . .. The walls are fin ished with waxed, natural
birch plywood. Double doors
to mechanical closet (one
.red, the other yellow) at left.

15 . . . The master bed room . Note the wall-applied
light fixture (similar to those ....lliir..
used elsewhere in the house) ..,,.
that is open both top and
bottom.
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The playroom is the largest room in the entire house.
The stone floor is not only cool in summer and (because of the radiant heating system) warm in winter,
but it is designed to take the punishment it will get
from tricycles, muddy feet, roller skates, and such.
Ease of maintenance is another factor, in that this
floor may be quickly swept with a push-broom, never
needs replacement, and doesn't require waxing.
Lighting is indirect, deriving from wall-applied horizontal plywood-strip fixtures that conceal fluorescent
lamps. The architect points out that the light that is
thrown both upward and downward, with reflection
from ceiling and walls, creates a pleasing, flattering,
from-the-side illumination. Since the fixtures are
open at the bottom as well as the top, there is no
t rough for the collection of dust and insects.

16 .. . In this closet off the playroom are : gas unit and boiler,
controls, expansion tank; water heater and meter; gas meter; electric
meter; main switch; and telephone ma in.
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17 ...

Play room, looking toward th e rear, corner bedroom .

18 ...

Typical chi ldren's room, with built- in desk a nd casework at left.

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

The two children's bedrooms and
bath are separated from the playroom by a wood screen wall, with
openings at either end. Each room
has a built-in work desk and
storage cabinets. Above the beds
are microphones that communicate with the maid's room in the
service wing. For the glass end
walls of the playroom, the architect specified vacuum-sealed, double glass, both for elimination of
heat loss and cold drafts and to
withstand bumps from tricycles,
poorly aimed baseballs, etc.

19 ...

Bathroom walls : gray structural glass.

20 ...

Low wolls define a private lawn area for

g uest house.

GUEST HOUSE

The garage, storage room, and guest quarters constitute
an entirely separate unit which, in design, follows closely
the general scheme for the main house. The large storage
room is ventilated through a wall grille in the rear wall
of the garage. The two guest rooms and bath are simply
organized under one of the up-sweep roofs, with southern windows lining the garden front. The stone base up
to window-sill height forms a sitting ledge around the
rooms within the house. The garden walls continue this
stone pattern outdoors. The set-back location of the
guest house in relation to the main house provides an
unusual degree of privacy. It is questionable, however,
whether this extraordinary privacy may not have been
achieved at the expense of good circulation. Guests must
reach their quarters by an unprotected and rather circuitous route from the main house.
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21 ...

The stone base forms a sitting ledge . A storage shelf is built in above head height at the tall end of the room.

THE GELLER HOUSE

Like the movable furniture used throughout the house, the chairs and tables of the
guest house are of the cut-out plywood
frame type. In straight chairs, the front

22 .. . The easy chair,
with plywood frame, is
equipped with a head
support. Most upholstery
is of tweed or other suiting material.
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legs are set back for easier use next to
tables. As Mr. Breuer puts it: "You don't
have to fight with the leg as you get up
from the table. "

